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this. Maternally derived antibodies influence susceptibility to influenza A virus infection. This study examines the role of maternally
derived antibodies (MDA) in the susceptibility of mice to influenza A virus infection. Immunization of mothers with a highly virulent
influenza A virus strain protected their newborns from primary infection by the same virus but not against secondary challenge.
These newborns remained completely resistant to challenge after secondary infection despite the presence of a high MDA titer.
Conversely, the newborns immunized with a less virulent strain became susceptible to primary and secondary virus infection.
However, this second infection resulted in only a mild form of the disease in this case, despite a very high MDA titer. The presence
of MDA thus influences susceptibility to influenza A virus infection.It was another busy weekend for South America, with lots of
action happening and plenty of results. Here's the recap: Group A Despite an incredible effort, Peru were not able to come away with
all three points and to seal their top spot in the group, Uruguay pulled away with a late strike and a 90th minute winner. Bolivia and
Argentina also had to settle for a point after sharing a 0-0 draw. Colombia still have plenty of momentum going into the next round.
Group B Brazil rolled over a weakened Chile in Manaus, while on the opposite end, Ecuador were dominated by the Peruvians in
Guayaquil. Ecuador salvaged a result at the death, while on Wednesday Colombia and Peru will collide in Bogota. Brazil are now in
pole position to advance, while Ecuador have to win at least one of their remaining two games to seal their spot in the next
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